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QUESTION NO: 1

Which statement about deploying a newSynapse handler is correct?

A. To engage the deployed Synapse handler, you need to add a new configuration to the section to the /conf/synapse-
handlers.xml file.

B. All of the above.

C. If you have developed your handler as a non-OSGI JAR file, copy it to the directory.

D. If you have developed your handler as an OSGI bundle, copy it to the /dropins directory.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which statement best describes ESB profile support for JMS?

A. ESB profile supports the store and forward messaging model with JMS.

B. ESB profilesupports the point-to-point messaging model (queue).

C. All of the above are supported by the ESB profile.

D. ESB profile supports the publish/subscribe messaging model (topics).

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

What should you enter for the cacheld configuration element that resides inside the remotelnstance configuration section of 
the /conf/registry.xml file?

instaceid

< readonly >true

true

/

A. The SHA 256 hash of the JDBC connection URL of the registry database.
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B. The value you entered for the element.

C. The SHA 255 hash of the value you gave to the element.

D. The JDBC connection URL of the registry database.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which of the following is NOT an action to take in order to tune a new ESB profile server for high performance?

A. Synapse configuration level settings

B. JVM-level settings

C. WS02 Carbon platform level settings

D. OS-level settings

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 5

Identify a possible approach to externalize endpoints in ESB profile configurations in order to avoidchanges when moving 
artifacts between environments:

A. Create a separate endpoints CAR file for each environment (Dev, QA, Prod) and deploy the endpoints CAR and the ESB 
profile configurations CAR file.

B. All of the above approaches can be used for externalizing endpoints.

C. Parameterize the endpoints values and replace those with matching endpoint values at build time using a
Maven project.

D. Externalize and store the endpoints in the registry and refer to them by name in the ESB profile configuration.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6

How do you configure a REST API to handle different mediation logic with different HTTP verbs?
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A. Define a resource for each API, and only allow that HTTP verb for that particular resource.

B. Each HTTP method can be identified by the transport,and you can configure a sequence for each method at transport 
configuration logic.

C. Only define the message filtering switching logic inside a sequence, and each path can handle the specific HTTP verb.

D. Wrap a given REST API with an inbound so that youcan filter out requests based on an HTTP verb.

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which of the following is NOT an entry point or trigger of the Synapse mediation engine?

A. Outbound endpoints

B. Proxy services

C. APIs

D. Inbound endpoints

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

Which of the following EIP patterns does NOT alter the message content?

A. Wire-Tap

B. Message Translator

C. Content-Enricher

D. Splitter

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 9

Which statementabout the OAuth mediator is FALSE?
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A. The client should obtain the OAuth access token from the authorization server and send it as an HTTP header in the 
resource request to the ESB profile.

B. Client has to register with the authorization server.

C. OAuthmediator can work with any authorization server to verify the OAuth access token.

D. OAuth mediator does the OAuth access token verification against an authorization server.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 10

Which statement is correct about the graceful shutdown command to shut down the ESB profile?

A. It will discard already existing requests and start the shutdown steps immediately.

B. The graceful shutdown command is onlyavailable from the management console.

C. Each profile uses the same key store and trust store.

D. It will stop accepting new requests, process all existing requests, and then shut down.

ANSWER: D 
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